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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we give the complete structure of the finite solvable 
minimal non-M-groups. 
By definition 8 finite group T is said to be & minimal non-M-group, 
if all proper sections of T are monomial (i.e. any irreducible complex 
representation of such a section is induced by an one-dimensional repre- 
sentation of a subgroup of that section) and if T itself is not monomial. 
The research on this problem was started by D. T. Price in 1973 [3], 
and proceeded by R. W. van der Waall in a series of papers [5], [S], [7], 
[8], in which successive parts of the structure were determined. 
Notations and conventions are that of the above mentioned papers. 
Groups in this paper are all finite. 
5 1. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a solvable minimal non-H-grow. Then the 
f011&~ properties hid. 
1) G containa a normal extra-special r-subgroup P for Some jprime r, such 
that F/Z(F) is a chief section of G, and such that Z(F) C Z(G). If r=2, 
then F is not dihedral; if r# 2, then Exp F =r. 
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2) The Fitting subgroup F(G) of G is equul to F if r # 2, and F(G) = C y F 
if r = 2. Here C is a cyclic (possibly trivial) 2-group. Moreover C _C Z(G) 
and F(G) = CG(F/Z(F)). 
3) G/F(G) is isomorphic to precisely one of the following groups. 
a) cyclic of odd prime order, digerent from r, 
b) cyclic of order 4, provided that r = 3 (mod 4), 
c) quaternion of order 8, provided that r = 1 (mod 4), 
d) g (x, uIx4= 1 =uk, XUX-1 = u-l), provided that r E 1 (mod 4) and 
th4zt k is an oaa prime digerent from r, and or&(r)=odd, 
e) dihedral of order 28, 8 0aa prime, p0viaea that r = 2 and o&(2) = 0aa. 
Conversely, any group G aatiafyilzg I), 2) and one of 3) is a solvable minimai 
non-M-group. 
OUTLINE OF THE PROOF. The methods of the proof rely heavily on 
those of [5], [6], [7], [8]. It turned out that, after the completion of the 
previous papers, only the case T= 2 waited for solution. we give in the 
next section two propositions and the conclusion, from which the case 3)e) 
follows. 
3 2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
PROPOSITION 1. Let T be a group such that T/02*(T) is a non-trivial 
cyclic 2-group and aaaume that 02(T) = (1). Suppose that T contains a normal 
central subgroup A of prime order p # 2. Thus A Z 02>(T). Let E be a jinite 
field of characteristic 2, containing the ITlzl-roots of unity, and constructed 
from a 2-a&c Jield Q2 in the sense of the modular representation theory; see 
$ 3.3 of [4]. 
Let V be a faithful irreducible ET-module such that VIoZ,(p) is an irredu- 
cible 33(02,(T)) -module and such that VIA is homogeneous. 
Let x E T be a 2-element of order IT/02s(T)I. Write S=(x). Then the 
degree of the minimal polynomial of x on V is strictly smaller than IT/02p(T)J. 
PROOF. As argued in [7], dimr V = 1 (mod 2). (Notice that V/~,,(T) 
is an ordinary absolutely irreducible P(OsJ(T))-module). Let N be the 
normalizer of S in T. Following theorem 5.6A of [a], we see that 
V IN = WI i U, where WI is an indecomposable PN-module with 2 7 dimr WI 
and where U is a direct sum of indecomposable modules each of which 
has even dimension over E. Since A CiV and 2 j’ IAl, we ilnd by the very 
same theorem, that Trace Wi]~=Trace VIA =dimpV. Now observe that 
any irreducible PA-module is one-dimensional over E, and that WIIA is 
homogeneous as A C Z(N). Hence also dimr WI = Trace WlJR = dimpI’. 
Hence VJN= WI. Since AS C Z(N) (notice that S is a cyclic Sylow 2-sub- 
group of N) it follows from theorem 6.6B of [4] that Wll~s is a direct 
sum of indecomposable P(AS)-modules all isomorphic to each other. Such 
an irreducible P(AS)-module is of the form X @ Y, where Xl8 is an 
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indecomposable P&module and where Yj.4 is an indecomposable (whence 
one-dimensional irreducible) PA-module. It follows from theorem 2.4 of 
[2] and lemma 8.3 of [4] that such a decomposition as tensor product is 
unique up to isomorphism in both components. Hence Wi]s is a direct 
sum of indecomposable P&modules all isomorphic to X18. Let B such a 
module. Then dimpB divides dimpV, whence dimpB is odd. On the other 
hand S is a cyclic S-group. Then by lemma 8.3 of [4] it follows that 
dim& < ISI. The theorem of Hamilton and Cayley yields now that 2 acts 
on B with a minimal polynomial, whose degree t is smaller than or equal 
to dimrB. Since WI/S is a direct sum of isomorphic copies of B, it therefore 
holds that t is also the degree of the minimal polynomial of x on WI = I+. 
As t<]~S]=](x)], we are done. I( 
PROPOSITION 2. Let the subgroup-closed monomial group U have the 
property that O,(U) = {l}, p sore prime number. Assume that U acts faith- 
fully as a group of linear maps on the vector space V, of Jinite dimension 
over a field K of characteristic p. Let x be an element of order pm> 1 in U. 
Then the strong version of Theorem B of Hall and Higman holds, i.e. the 
degree of the minimal polynomial of x for the action on V is equal to pm. 
PROOF. Since any subgroup of U is monomial, we argue by dubble 
induction on j UI and dimxV. Now look at the pages 359-363 of Goren- 
stein’s book [l], where the proof of the ordinary Hall-Higman Theorem B 
is given. By the end of page 359 we may assume that K is algebraically 
closed. By the last two lines of page 360 and the first thirteen lines of 
page 361 we conclude that we may assume that 
1) either U = CD, where C = O,( U), D = (x) E U/C, D acts irreducibly 
on C/C’ and trivially on c’ and C is a special q-group for some prime q, 
whence C’ = Q(C) =Z( U) and C is not abelian, or 
2) U =CD, with the same conditions as under 1) but now with C 
elementary abelian. 
Now assume that 1) holds. Then there exists a normal subgroup E of 
U such that E C C’ with Ic’/El = q, so that C/E is an extra-special q-group 
of exponent q, by theorem 5.3.13 of [l]. The order of C/E is of the form 
qsm+l, and it is well known that U/E admits an irreducible complex 
character x of degree q m. Since (x) acts irreducibly on C/E / (C/E)‘, it is 
easily seen that x is not monomial. Therefore case 1) does not occur. 
Therefore case 2) holds. Let 0 = VO C VI C . . . C Vm = V be a sequence 
of U-invariant subspaces of V such that U acts irreducibly on E = Vg/ Vt-1, 
I <i <m. Set Cr = Cc(K), 1 =zzi em. Then it follows from the line 14 up 
to line 22 of page 361, that (l}= C’ 2 Cf. Thus Ct= (1). Now assume that 
dimxF<dimxV. Then it follows by induction that the degree of the 
minimal polynomial of x on K is equal to pm. In particular, there exists 
a vector B in E such that (x- l)pm-%#O, and where (x-1)~~ is the 
minimal polynomial of x on ‘&. But then if v is a vector of V that maps 
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on B, we have (z- 1)pm-4# 0. Therefore (x- l)p” is the minimal poly- 
nomial of x on I’ and the theorem is proved, in this case. Thus let 
dimx’V; = dimxV. Hence I’ is an absolutely irreducible KU-module. Since 
U is a Frobenius group with kernel C, the further analysis of this situation 
is completely solved by theorem 3.4.3 and lemma 11.1.3, in conjunction 
with the last five lines of page 361 and the first five lines of page 362, 
all in [l]. The proof of the proposition is complete. 11 
CONCLUSION 
Now we assume that G is a minimal non-N-group such that the Fitting 
subgroup P(G) of G is a 2-group and such that G/J’(G) is not a (cyclic) 
group of odd prime order. Write G/F(G) = H. Then it follows from Price’s 
paper [3] that H/02*(H) is a non-trivial cyclic a-group, that Ozt(H) # (1) 
and that 02(H)= (1). Moreover O,*(H) contains a subgroup A of prime 
order such that A 4 H. It was shown in [8], that H/=02*(H). Whence 
H/C&4), as subgroup of the cyclic group Aut (A), is in fact a 2-group. 
Any generator y of a (cyclic) Sylow 2-subgroup of H inverts A, under 
its action on A by conjugation, as follows from lemma 2.10 of [3]. Therefore 
lH/G(4I = 2. 
Let C&4) =T. It was shown in [7], [S], that there exists a faithful 
minimal symplectic irreducible EH-module V* such that V*Ir = Vr i VZ, 
where the Vc are faithful irreducible non-isomorphic ET-modules. (By 
lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 of [3] E can be chosen as to satisfy the conditions in 
proposition 1, if 21 ITI). M oreover Vrl11~ is a homogeneous PA-module, by 
lemma 2.10 of [3]. Since H is a subgroup-closed monomial group, we can 
conclude that 2 7 (T I. Indeed, if 21 ITI, then T satisfies all the conclusions 
and hypotheses of proposition 1 (with I’= VI), but then on the other 
hand T (with T = U) satisfies also the hypotheses and conclusions of 
proposition 2 (with V= Vi and K=E). However, proposition 1 and propo- 
sition 2 are in conflict to each other when we are dealing with the same 
group T = U. 
Therefore 2 { ICE&~) I, and so C&4)=Ozt(H). Then H admits a chief 
series H 1 OR(A) r) K r> . . . such that [C&4)/K] is equal to a prime 
number s. 
Let K+(l). Th en the last non-trivial member L in the derived series 
of K is not only abelian but even cyclic, by corollary 2.9 of [3]. Let 
Ai=& with St some Sylow t-subgroup of L. Then Ar a H and Ar 
has prime order t. Now V*Ir is the direct sum of two totally isotropic 
spaces which are dual to each other, see lemma 2.10, [3]. Hence ‘V*I& 
is either of the same structure or homogeneous, by lemma 2.8 of [3]. The 
homogeneous case is not possible, by consideration of the fact that 
T7*1~ = f~, f > 1, and by the last sentences o = o-1. Since t is odd, this 
cannot happen. Hence also V*Ix= VrlxI V&X, where ViIx * V&C. By [8], 
Appendix, it follows that Vr 1~ = SW or Vilx = W, for some absolutely 
irreducible EK-module W. Again by that reference, Vrlx=s W implies 
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Vr E WT. This contradicts the Frobenius-Nakayama reciprocity theorem, 
when applied on this situation, Hence I’& is irreducible. Likewise Vzlx 
is irreducible and in fact (Vr]x)y z V~lx, where y E H with y2= 1, y# 1. 
Let & be an irreducible P@(y))-submodule of J’*Ix<D. Since V&is here 
one of the two existing irreducible IPR-submodules of V*Ix, it follows 
that, let us say, Vr(x C &Ix. Hence by Willems’ theorem, see [8], Appendix, 
we see that either &Ix=SVrIx, or Q/K= VI~K, or &Ix= Vllxi V21~. The 
first case is impossible for we would have ‘V&r g (Vrlx)y E VIIR, and 
this argument works in the second case as well. Thus we have &Ix= 
= VIII& V&. Thus V*~K<~= &, and so H is not a minimal sympleotic 
group as it should be. 
Therefore we must have K = {l}. H ence H is a dihedral group of order 
2.9. The classification of the minimal non-M-groups is complete. I( 
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